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News and headlines
News from around the College

Protecting UK infrastructure from the unpredictability of space: Professor Paul Cannon leads the way in radio science development (/university/colleges/eps/news/college/2014/Protecting-UK-infrastructure-from-theunpredictability-of-space-Professor-Paul-Cannon-leads-the-way-in-radio-science-development.aspx)
Paul Cannon OBE, Professor of Radio Science in the School of Electronic Electrical and Systems Engineering, has been appointed President of the International Union of Radio Science (URSI) and also a member of the Defence Scientific Advisory
Council.

Birmingham physicist elected UK ATLAS Physics Coordinator (/university/colleges/eps/news/college/2014/Birmingham-Physicist-elected-UK-ATLAS-Physics-coordinator.aspx)
Dr Kostas Nikolopoulos, Birmingham Fellow in the School of Physics and Astronomy, has been elected UK ATLAS Physics coordinator.

Computer science as the keystone to a multidisciplinary approach to understanding human behaviour (/university/colleges/eps/news/college/2014/Computer-science-as-the-keystone-to-a-multidisciplinary-approach-tounderstanding-human-behaviour.aspx)
Andrew Howes discusses the mechanics of human decision making to understanding human behaviour. More specifically on the potential of computational rationality as a means of linking theories of human information processing mechanisms to theories of rational
behaviour.

High-speed rail college a boost for the region – the hard work starts now (/news/thebirminghambrief/items/2014/10/high-speed-rail-college-09-10-14.aspx)
Last week the government announced that the headquarters of the new National College for High Speed Rail will be located in Birmingham, with a satellite site in Doncaster. This is good news for the railway industry and good news for the two regions. It's also good news
for the University of Birmingham, which will play a key role in the work of the college through its Centre for Railway Research and Education (BCRRE).

DC will win the battle of the currents thanks to new DC fault management system (/university/colleges/eps/news/college/2014/DC-will-win-the-battle-of-the-currents-thanks-to-new-DC-fault-management-system.aspx)
The final barrier preventing energy suppliers making the switch from AC power grids to faster, more efficient DC systems could now be removed, thanks to research carried out at the School of Electronic, Electrical and Systems Engineering.
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Engineering and Physical Sciences in the media - October 2014 (/university/colleges/eps/news/eps-media/2014/october.aspx)
From security analysis on the national grid and rail systems to detoxing from technology and more...

Engineering and Physical Sciences in the media - September 2014 (/university/colleges/eps/news/eps-media/2014/september.aspx)
From dishwasher loading robots to social media and apps data revealing global eating habits and more...

Engineering and Physical Sciences in the media - August 2014 (/university/colleges/eps/news/eps-media/2014/august.aspx)
From virtual reality systems in the gaming industry to drones and more...
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